Abstract. Position-dependent smoothness-increasing accuracy-conserving (SIAC) filtering is a promising technique not only in improving the order of the numerical solution obtained by a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method but also in increasing the smoothness of the field and improving the magnitude of the errors. This was initially established as an accuracy enhancement technique by Cockburn et al. for linear hyperbolic equations to handle smooth solutions [Math. Comp., 72 (2003), pp. 577-606]. By implementing this technique, the quality of the solution can be improved from order k + 1 to order 2k + 1 in the L 2 -norm. Ryan and Shu used these ideas to extend this technique to be able to handle postprocessing near boundaries as well as discontinuities [Methods Appl. Anal., 10 (2003), pp. 295-307]. However, this presented difficulties as the resulting error had a stair-stepping effect and the errors themselves were not improved over those of the DG solution unless the mesh was suitably refined. In this paper, we discuss an improved filter for enhancing DG solutions that easily switches between one-sided postprocessing to handle boundaries or discontinuities and symmetric postprocessing for smooth regions. We numerically demonstrate that the magnitude of the errors using the modified postprocessor is roughly the same as that of the errors for the symmetric postprocessor itself, regardless of the boundary conditions. Key words. high-order methods, discontinuous Galerkin, filtering, accuracy enhancement AMS subject classification. 65M60
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where f (u) = a u. It is well known that if the discretization of the mesh is defined as I j = (x j − xj 2 , x j + xj 2 ), j = 1, . . . , N, and the basis functions, φ j (x), = 0, . . . , k, are piecewise polynomials of degree less than or equal to k, the approximation space is then given by (2) V h = {φ ( ) j (x) ∈ P k | Ij , j = 1, . . . , N}.
Using this, the DG formulation is then
for all v ∈ V h , with the DG approximation on element I j being given by
Choosing an upwind monotone flux forf , a system of differential equations is then obtained. This system is then integrated in time using a third-order strongstability-preserving (SSP) Runge-Kutta scheme such as those in [12, 13, 19] .
After the DG solution is obtained at the desired final time, we can then apply a smoothness-increasing accuracy-conserving (SIAC) filter. By postprocessing the solution we can obtain higher-order accuracy, provided that the initial condition u h (x, 0) is the L 2 -projection of u 0 (x) onto the test space V h . The latter is required by the theoretical error estimates in [6] . However, it should be noted that this preprocessing is required computationally only for the convergence of the filtered solution and not for the convergence of the original DG approximation.
In addition to enhancing the accuracy, the postprocessor also introduces smoothness into the DG field. Note that continuity is only weakly enforced through the numerical fluxes. By convolving the numerical approximation against our kernel consisting of B-splines of order that have C −2 -continuity, we are introducing levels of smoothness into the field. As a consequence, it allows for better visualization of streamlines or isosurfaces from a DG field. In light of this we seek to improve upon the DG solution by implementing a position-dependent SIAC filter.
SIAC filters.
The symmetric postprocessor for the DG method was introduced by Cockburn et al. [6] to handle periodic linear hyperbolic equations. The general theoretical foundations of this technique were established by Bramble and Schatz [2] and Mock and Lax [14] . The main idea is to convolve the piecewise polynomial DG approximation with a kernel function that is a linear combination of B-splines. It has been shown both theoretically and numerically that this strategy can improve the convergence rate from O(h k+1 ) to O(h 2k+1 ). Furthermore, the postprocessed approximation is rendered k − 1 times continuously differentiable. Here, we provide a brief summary of the symmetric postprocessor that provides such an improvement. Further details on the postprocessor and the implementation can be found in [6, 16, 20, 22] .
A DG approximation, u h , of polynomial degree k can be postprocessed at the evaluation pointx by convolving it against a kernel function, where the scaling H > 0 is chosen dependent upon the maximum diameter h of the mesh elements. For a uniform mesh implementation, this scaling is given by H = h. The symmetric kernel K is a linear combination of r + 1 central B-splines, ψ ( ) , of order of the form (6) K
In practical applications, r is typically chosen to be r = 2k with = k + 1. In (6) , the kernel nodes x 0 , . . . , x r are defined to be evenly distributed about the origin, that is,
x γ = − r 2 + γ ∀γ = 0, . . . , r.
The kernel nodes x 0 , . . . , x r will be modified later (cf. (10) , (11) , and (12) ) to obtain other types of kernel functions. The kernel coefficients c 0 , . . . , c r are defined as the unique solution to the linear system (8) Finally, the central B-splines, ψ ( ) , can be constructed by convolving the characteristic function on the interval [−1/2, 1/2] with itself − 1 times, by a recursion relation, or by using divided differences [17, 22] . Figure 1 displays an illustration of the symmetric form of the SIAC filter based on r + 1 = 3 kernel nodes and B-splines of order = 2. This is the filter that is usually applied to piecewise linear DG solutions (k = 1).
For general polynomial degrees k, this SIAC filter which uses r = 2k and = k +1 has two main advantages. First, it improves the convergence rate from O(h k+1 ) to O(h 2k+1 ). Second, it carries the smoothness of the B-spline ψ (k+1) ∈ C k−1 over to the approximation. In other words, after postprocessing, the discontinuous approximation has become k − 1 times continuously differentiable.
A drawback of the symmetric postprocessor is that it cannot be applied near a boundary or a shock. This is because it requires the evaluation of the DG approxi-mation in the support of x → K x−x H to be (9) x − H r + 2
wherex is the evaluation point under consideration (cf. (5) and Figure 1(b) ). Notice that the kernel takes a symmetric amount of information around the point that is being postprocessed, as noted in [15] . As a consequence, the symmetric postprocessor cannot always be applied, depending on the location of the evaluation pointx in the domain. For instance, near the boundary the postprocessor should not require unavailable information outside the spatial domain. Similarly, the postprocessor should not take information that requires crossing a shock, since the theoretical error estimates rely on the smoothness of the exact solution. For this reason, a different type of kernel with a more suitable support is required near boundaries and shocks. In the next section we discuss just such a positiondependent SIAC filter. It takes the basic ideas from those of [15] and improves upon them to create a filter that obtains the same error magnitude at the boundary of the domain as it does in the interior.
3. Position-dependent SIAC filtering. To filter near boundaries and shocks, a one-sided postprocessor was proposed by Ryan and Shu in [15] which satisfies (5), (6) , and (8) . The difference between the one-sided and the symmetric postprocessors is the choice of the kernel nodes, which then leads to different kernel coefficients. While the symmetric kernel uses kernel nodes that are distributed evenly around the origin as in (7), the one-sided kernel is based on kernel nodes such that the support of the kernel is located entirely on one side of the origin. For example, choosing the kernel nodes (10) x γ = 2 + γ ∀γ = 0, . . . , r = 2k yields the so-called right-sided kernel, whose kernel support is located on the right side of the origin. The resulting postprocessor can be applied to the left of a boundary or a shock (cf. Figure 2 , noting the difference between the support of K(x) and the support of K(x −x H )). Similarly, choosing the kernel nodes to be (11)
results in the left-sided kernel, which is suitable for application on the right side of a boundary or a shock. Ryan and Shu observed that the one-sided postprocessor renders the discontinuous approximation k − 1 times differentiable and that the convergence rate can be improved from O(h k+1 ) to O(h 2k+1 ), similarly to the symmetric case. Unfortunately, an improvement of the convergence rate does not necessarily imply an improvement of the error. Indeed, it was also observed that the one-sided postprocessor tends to worsen the errors for coarse meshes (cf. Figures 7(c) and 10(b) ). The symmetric postprocessor does not suffer from this drawback and is much more accurate. For this reason, the symmetric kernel was applied in the domain interior whenever possible. Only near boundaries and shocks, where the symmetric kernel cannot be applied, was the one-sided kernel used. This type of switching between different kernels made it possible to postprocess the entire domain while preserving the accurate nature of the symmetric postprocessor whenever feasible. Details of this switching will be explained in the next section. However, near the boundaries and shocks, the errors were generally worse than the DG solution. Additionally, the switching of the kernels introduced a second problem: the errors showed a stair-stepping nature, indicating that unwanted discontinuities were reintroduced in the postprocessed solution (cf. Figures 7(c) and 10(b)). We seek to improve these two drawbacks in the existing onesided postprocessor and to cast the kernel in the context of a position-dependent SIAC filter. This will be done in two steps. First, the location of the kernel nodes x 0 , . . . , x r is redefined to be position-dependent (section 3.1). By doing this in a smooth manner we remove the stair-stepping errors. Next, the number of kernel nodes (or B-splines), r + 1, are also chosen to be position-dependent (section 3.2). This creates the possibility of using extra kernel nodes in a local neighborhood of boundaries and shocks, which benefits the accuracy, as noted in [3, 11] . These ideas are then combined in a convex combination of filter types to create our position-dependent SIAC filter.
Location and scaling of the kernel nodes.
To define the new positiondependent SIAC filter, we begin by redefining the kernel nodes and discussing the scaling of the kernel support. We maintain the postprocessor such that it continues to satisfy (5), (6) , and (8) . However, the kernel nodes are now given by the generalized form, (12) 
Note that the kernel nodes depend on the evaluation pointx through a shift function λ. By redefining the kernel nodes, this leads to a modified kernel support (cf. (9)), which means that the values of the kernel coefficients in (6) using (8) also change. The main subject of this section is the choice of shift function for the kernel nodes as well as control of the kernel support by the choice of λ and H. We begin by noting that choosing λ(x) = 0 leads to the symmetric kernel (cf. , the partly right-sided kernels can be obtained. This is illustrated in Figure 3 for λ(x) = 1 and r = 2. Similarly, partly left-sided kernels are also defined. Using this information, we want to control the location of the kernel nodes depending on the . evaluation pointx. This also controls the accuracy and applicability of the kernel. For example, the symmetric kernel is known to be more accurate than the one-sided kernel, and this is the kernel that we want to apply in the largest part of the domain interior as possible. This is equivalent to λ(x) being zero. Therefore, it makes sense to choose λ(x) as close to zero as possible when not implementing the symmetric kernel. We thus say that the kernel is applicable if the support of x → K x−x H , which is given by
does not contain a shock or a boundary. Note that the kernel support is the result of shifting the support of the symmetric kernel in (9) by precisely a distance λ(x). This means that λ affects only the location of the kernel support and not its diameter. For now, we delay the discussion of the support diameter and discuss a strategy to obtain a suitable explicit expression for the shift function λ.
To clarify the idea, consider a subinterval [a, b] of our spatial domain that lies precisely between two subsequent boundaries or shocks. The shift function is obtained by using the following strategy: for every evaluation pointx ∈ [a, b], the value λ(x) is chosen as close to zero as possible, to make the kernel "as symmetric as possible" and to maximize the accuracy, yet such that the support of x → K x−x H lies within [a, b] to ensure the applicability of the kernel.
We begin the investigation of λ by noting that in the original one-sided postprocessor, the shift function was designed such that the kernel nodes are integers. Under this assumption, the strategy above leads to a piecewise constant shift function (cf. Figure 4 (a)),
Note that this shift function uses the symmetric kernel in the interior of the domain as often as possible. Near the boundary, where the symmetric kernel cannot be applied, partly one-sided kernels are used. Furthermore, observe that this shift function is discontinuous. As a result, the postprocessed solution is generally also discontinuous precisely at the locations where λ is discontinuous. This reveals the cause of the aforementioned stair-stepping character of the errors, which is precisely what we seek to overcome in this section. The discontinuous nature of the shift function is an immediate consequence of the assumption that the kernel nodes are chosen as integers.
By dropping the assumption that λ ∈ Z, we can now improve upon the shift function. We use the strategy above, which sets λ as close to zero as possible, but we also consider noninteger kernel nodes. This leads to the following continuous shift function (cf. Figure 4) :
Observe that the new shift function takes values closer to zero than the original one. This results in partly one-sided kernels that are "more symmetric" and more accurate than before and kernel coefficients that depend continuously on the evaluation point. Furthermore, observe that the function is infinitely smooth everywhere, except for two locations where it is continuous but not differentiable. As a consequence, the postprocessed solution maintains the same smoothness as the B-splines except in those two locations where it is only continuous. We note that it is possible to design a shift function that has the same smoothness as the B-splines throughout the entire domain, but then λ is no longer chosen as close to zero as possible, which results in partly one-sided kernels that are "less symmetric" and less accurate. We now address the second issue with respect to applicability of the kernel, that is, the diameter of the kernel support, which is controlled by H. Note that, in order for λ(x) defined above to exist, it is necessary to choose the scale H sufficiently small so that the diameter of the kernel support, which does not depend on λ, is not larger than the diameter of the subinterval. That is,
It has already been noted that for uniform meshes, H = h. However, depending on the locations of domain boundaries or discontinuities in the solution, this may not always be feasible. Testing of the kernel scaling suggests that increasing the kernel size, H > h, increases the smoothness of the postprocessed solution but the L 2 -errors are larger than for that of the DG solution, unless the mesh is sufficiently refined. This type of scaling is not implemented for our purposes. However, in section 4.5, a scaling less than the uniform element size is used for the coarser meshes. In such a scaling, oscillations in the error of the DG solution reappear for the filtered solution and the same order of convergence is obtained for both errors. Additionally, the errors are closer to that of the DG solution, although they are slightly worse. The scaling of the convolution kernel for filtering between a domain boundary and discontinuity requires further investigation.
Number of kernel nodes.
The previous section introduced a new SIAC filter using a position-dependent choice of the location of the kernel nodes. This eliminated the stair-stepping nature of the errors of the original filter. However, the (partly) one-sided kernels tend to worsen the errors for coarse meshes. In this section we further improve the SIAC filter by addressing this issue. This improvement consists of using a position-dependent choice of the number of kernel nodes (or B-splines).
The current version of the SIAC filter, defined by (5), (6), (8), (12), and (14), can be applied for any number of kernel nodes, r + 1. Previously, it was standard to use r + 1 = 2k + 1 kernel nodes. We now drop this convention and consider implementing general integer values of r. The motivation for this is that increasing the number of kernel nodes can lead to higher accuracy. This was noted in [3, 11] and is illustrated in sections 4.1 and 4.2. For purposes of clarification, we emphasize that we refer to using a greater number of B-splines as using a greater number of kernel nodes. Moreover, extra kernel nodes increase the kernel support (cf. (13)). This inevitably increases the computational costs. For example, consider using small matrix-vector multiplications for the filtered solution where the postprocessing matrix is precomputed. The postprocessing matrix size is (r + 1) × (k + 1) and contains inner products of B-splines with polynomial basis functions. This is multiplied by a vector of length (k +1) that contains the DG modes for a mesh element in the kernel support. Therefore, to postprocess one evaluation point in a one-dimensional uniform mesh, (r + + 1) small matrix vector multiplications are required, with a summation of all elements in the resulting vectors. We stress that the postprocessor is applied only once, at the final time of the simulation.
To keep the extra computational costs at a minimum, extra kernel nodes should be used only where necessary, i.e., where the (partly) one-sided kernels are applied. The symmetric kernel, which is applied in the largest part of the domain interior, is sufficiently accurate for the standard number of kernel nodes, i.e., r + 1 = 2k + 1, where k is the polynomial degree of the DG approximation, u h . We emphasise that we use extra kernel nodes only near a boundary or a shock.
Because the number of kernel nodes is an integer, simply letting r depend on the evaluation pointx would introduce discontinuities. For this reason, we propose considering two postprocessed solutions: (u * h ) r1 , which is based on a relatively small constant number of kernel nodes r 1 + 1, and (u * h ) r2 , which is based on a relatively large constant number of kernel nodes r 2 + 1. These two solutions are obtained from (5), (6), (8), (12) , and (14) using r = r 1 and r = r 2 , respectively. Note that both solutions are based on a combination of symmetric and (partly) one-sided kernels. The only difference is the number of kernel nodes. We then combine these two kernels to define the new position-dependent SIAC filter to be a smooth convex combination of these two solutions:
In this equation, the coefficient function θ depends on the position of the evaluation pointx. It takes values in [0, 1] in the following manner (see Figure 5 for an illustration). First, choose θ equal to one in the largest part of the interior of the domain, where the symmetric kernel already provides enough accuracy for the relatively small number of kernel nodes r 1 + 1. In this paper, we use r 1 + 1 = 2k + 1, where k is the polynomial degree of the DG approximation u h . Additionally, choose θ equal to zero near a boundary or a shock, where the (partly) one-sided kernels need a relatively large number of kernel nodes, r 2 + 1, to obtain sufficient accuracy. In this paper, we use r 2 + 1 = 4k + 1.
It should be noted that other values of r 2 > r 1 could be used as well. For example, we also ran tests for r 2 = 3k + 1 and r 2 = 5k + 1. As expected, we found that a larger number of kernel nodes leads to more accuracy. However, the difference between using 5k + 1 nodes and using 4k + 1 nodes was relatively small. For 3k + 1 nodes, the errors were not improved over the unfiltered errors for the coarser meshes. Based on these experiments, using r 2 + 1 = 4k + 1 is a natural choice for enhancing the errors where necessary, without increasing the kernel support and the computational costs too much.
Moreover, to preserve the smoothness of the kernel, the coefficient function should be at least as differentiable as the applied B-splines, i.e., − 2 times (in this paper, we apply the usual B-spline order = k + 1). This requires two smooth transition regions, where θ(x) ∈ (0, 1). In this paper, these regions each consist of two mesh elements in the "symmetric part" of the domain, i.e., where λ(x) = 0, adjacent to the "one-sided part" of the domain, i.e., where λ(x) = 0. Furthermore, θ is chosen to be a polynomial of degree 2 + 1, which is uniquely defined under the given smoothness conditions. For example, one choice of the coefficient function θ is
where
and where p is a polynomial of degree 2 + 1 = 2k + 3. We note that we further require that p(a 1 ) = 0, p(a 2 ) = 1, and
dx n (a 2 ) = 0 for all n = 1, . . . , = k + 1. A similar definition holds for q. We remark that other choices for θ may also work in practice.
We emphasize that it is not necessary to compute both intermediate postprocessed solutions in the entire domain. This is required only in the four mesh elements that make up the two transition regions where θ ∈ (0, 1).
Numerical validation.
This section illustrates the performance of our new position-dependent SIAC filter compared to the original filter for six different test cases. We consider the L 2 -projection of a sine function in section 4.1 and the DG solution at the final time t = 12.5 of the following four one-dimensional hyperbolic PDEs: a constant coefficient equation with periodic boundary conditions, a constant coefficient equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions, a variable coefficient equation, and a discontinuous coefficient equation in sections 4.2-4.5, and a two-dimensional system in section 4.6. The examples demonstrate that the convergence rate can be improved from O(h k+1 ) to O(h 2k+1 ) throughout the entire domain and that the errors for the filtered solution can be better than those for the DG solution.
We implement both the old and new postprocessors that are found in section 3 and compare the results. For all test cases, the DG solution was based on first order upwind fluxes, monomial basis functions, and a uniform mesh. Furthermore, for the timediscretization, a third order SSP-RK scheme was applied [12, 13] , using a sufficiently small time step to ensure that the time-stepping errors were not dominating the spatial errors. The computation of the convolution in (5) was performed exactly using Gaussian quadrature, as described in [15] . Finally, we note that we made use of the ARPREC multiprecision package in order reduce round-off errors appropriately [1] .
L
2 -projection of a sine function. The first test case is the L 2 -projection of u(x) = sin(x) onto the space of piecewise polynomials of degree k = 1, 2, 3. This test case can also be interpreted as a DG approximation at the initial time. It is the most elementary case that we can test in order to ensure the reliability of our filter. Table 1 illustrates that the new postprocessor improves the convergence rate from O(h k+1 ) to at least O(h 2k+1 ). This is also illustrated in Figure 6 for piecewise polynomials of degree k = 2. In this figure, we can see that the old and new versions of the postprocessor have the same convergence rate, which is better than that of the DG solution. Additionally, we do see that the old implementation of the one-sided postprocessor is sufficient to improve upon the errors of the DG solution when the mesh is suitably refined. However, the magnitude of the errors obtained from the new implementation of the SIAC filter is considerably better for all meshes, both for the L 2 -and L ∞ -norms. Figure 7 shows the absolute error per evaluation point, which reveals the differences in the local accuracy of the two postprocessors. In the interior of the domain, there are no differences, which stems naturally from the fact that both postprocessors apply a symmetric kernel with 2k + 1 nodes in that region. As a consequence, the errors are sufficiently smooth and accurate, as expected. The differences between the two postprocessors occur at the boundary of the domain.
In Figures 7(c) and 7(b) we examine the boundary regions. We see that the old postprocessor (cf. Figure 7(c) ) shows the two main problems that were discussed at the beginning of section 3. The first is that not all discontinuities have been removed, which can be seen by observing the stair-stepping nature of the errors. The cause of these discontinuities is the choice of the kernel nodes, which has been resolved by introducing a continuous shift function in the definition of the kernel nodes. Indeed, the discontinuities are no longer introduced by the new postprocessor (cf. Figure 7(b) ). Second, the old postprocessor has worse errors near the boundary for coarse meshes. This was resolved by changing the number of kernel nodes. By increasing the number of kernel nodes, we are able to improve on the errors over that of the DG solution (cf. section 3.2). Indeed, the new postprocessor obtains higher accuracy near the boundary. This is due to the fact that the latter uses 4k + 1 kernel nodes instead of 2k + 1 in that region.
The effect of using extra kernel nodes is isolated in Table 2 and Figures 8 and 9 . These results were obtained by applying the fully one-sided kernel in the entire domain using 2k + 1 kernel nodes for the old postprocessor and 4k + 1 kernel nodes for the new version of the SIAC filter. In other words, the only difference between the two postprocessors is the number of kernel nodes. For this specific illustration, a periodic extension of u h was used. It is clear from the figures that the extra kernel nodes lead to a better convergence rate and better accuracy of O(h 4k+1 ). The same phenomenon occurs at the boundary using the new postprocessor (cf. Figure 7(b) ), which explains the improvement of the errors in that region.
It should be noted that the accuracy of O(h 4k+1 ) cannot be expected in general. Instead, the theory in [6] predicts an error that is O(h 4k+1 )+ O(h 2k+2 ). We speculate that the meshes considered in this test case are sufficiently coarse so that the first error dominates the second. For finer meshes, it is likely that the second error will start to dominate, so that the error then becomes O(h 2k+2 ). A similar effect will be encountered in the next section.
Constant coefficients and periodic boundary conditions.
We now consider a one-dimensional linear hyperbolic equation with constant coefficients and periodic boundary conditions,
for all x ∈ [0, 2π] and t ≥ 0. As a consequence, the exact solution is the periodic translation of the sine function, u(x, t) = sin(x − t). Table 2 for showing the improved convergence rate and error magnitude for the new one-sided postprocessor.
For t = 0, this test case is equivalent to the one discussed in the previous section. Here, we consider the final time t = 12.5. This test case is more challenging than the previous one because u h now contains information of the physics of the PDE and the numerics of the DG method.
Comparing the plots in Figure 10 , we can see that the behavior of the two postprocessors is similar to what was observed for the L 2 -projection in section 4.1. That is, we are able to obtain better errors than both the DG solution and the old onesided postprocessor. In fact, the magnitude of the errors is improved throughout the entire domain when the new position-dependent postprocessor is applied to the DG approximation. Furthermore, the convergence rate is improved from O(h k+1 ) to at least O(h 2k+1 ) (cf. Table 3 and Figure 11 ). We again isolate the effect of using extra kernel nodes for this example in Table 4 and Figures 12 and 13 by applying the fully one-sided kernel throughout the entire domain. Here, a difference from the previous case is observed. The lines corresponding to the new position-dependent SIAC filter in the convergence rate plot (cf. Figure 13 ) are no longer straight, demonstrating that the convergence rate is no longer constant. In other words, as before, the new postprocessor shows a higher convergence rate 
Table 3 Comparison of the global accuracy of the old and new postprocessors for the DG solution to a one-dimensional linear hyperbolic equation with constant coefficients and periodic boundary conditions. The new postprocessor improves the convergence rate from O(h k+1 ) to O(h 2k+1 ).

Before
After After postprocessing than the old postprocessor, but only for the coarser meshes. This change in the convergence rate can also be observed for the new position-dependent postprocessor in Table 3 for k = 3. We speculate that this change occurs because the errors in the negative order norm of the DG solution begin to dominate, and these errors are of O(h 2k+1 ).
Constant coefficients and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The previous section discussed a test case with periodic boundary conditions. Due to the periodicity, it is not necessary to use a one-sided approach near the boundary. The more favorable symmetric postprocessor could be applied by using a periodic extension of the DG solution. However, in most real-life applications, the boundary conditions are not periodic. For this reason, we revisit the test case of the previous section but now use Dirichlet boundary conditions. That is,
for all x ∈ [0, 2π] and t ≥ 0. As a consequence, the exact solution is still a periodic translation of the sine function,
u(x, t) = sin(x − t).
Similar to the periodic case, we observe that the convergence rate is improved from O(h k+1 ) to better than O(h 2k+1 ) (cf. Table 5 ). Furthermore, the smoothness and the accuracy are improved in the entire domain, including the boundary (cf. Figure 14) .
Smoothly varying coefficients and periodic boundary conditions.
We now consider the DG solution to a one-dimensional linear hyperbolic equation with smoothly varying coefficients and periodic boundary conditions,
P. VAN SLINGERLAND, J. K. RYAN, AND C. VUIK Table 4 Comparison of the global accuracy of the fully one-sided kernel using both 2k + 1 kernel nodes for the old postprocessor and 4k + 1 kernel nodes for the new position-dependent SIAC filter for the DG solution to a one-dimensional linear hyperbolic equation with constant coefficients and periodic boundary conditions. As expected, the use of extra kernel nodes for the new filter leads to higher accuracy. for all x ∈ [0, 2π] and t ≥ 0. The forcing term f (x, t) is chosen such that the exact solution is the periodic translation of the sine function,
u(x, t) = sin(x − t).
Because the coefficients are no longer constant, this linear test case forms a first step toward examining the effects of position-dependent SIAC filtering for nonlinear problems.
Similar to all of the previous test cases, we observe that the convergence rate is improved from from O(h k+1 ) to at least O(h 2k+1 ) (cf. Table 6 and Figure 15 ). In Figure 15 we can see that the smoothness and the accuracy are improved in the entire domain, including the boundary. Table 4 for k = 2 shows the effect of using extra kernel nodes. 
Discontinuous variable coefficients and periodic boundary conditions.
For all of the previous test cases, the exact solution was infinitely smooth. In section 3, we emphasized that our position-dependent SIAC filter can be applied near a shock, similar to the application near a boundary. To test this numerically, we consider a one-dimensional linear hyperbolic equation with discontinuous coefficients and periodic boundary conditions, for all x ∈ [−1, 1] and t ≥ 0. The exact solution is given by
else, which has two stationary shocks [15] .
The results for this test case are displayed in Table 7 and Figures 16 and 17 . As is evident from Table 7 and Figures 16 and 17 , the accuracy of the new postprocessor is better than that of the DG solution as long as the mesh is sufficiently fine. For the coarser meshes, some errors have a rather uncommon value. This is because, for those meshes, the kernel scale H is chosen smaller than the mesh diameter h, as a consequence of the requirement in (15) . This is one of the drawbacks of the new postprocessor: the kernel support is twice as large due to the extra kernel nodes (cf. (13) ). This causes difficulties for the new postprocessor when the distance between two subsequent boundaries/shocks is smaller than the support of the kernel, which is scaled by H. This can lead to an inconvenient restriction on the kernel scale, which becomes more restrictive as the number of elements between the two subsequent boundaries/shocks becomes smaller.
Nevertheless, for k = 2 and k = 3, the magnitude of the errors is much smaller for the new postprocessor than for the old one. For k = 1, this is not the case: the errors are slightly worse. To understand this, we compare Figure 11 and Figure 17 . For the linear smooth periodic test case, the improvement over the old postprocessor is stronger for k = 2 (cf., e.g., Figure 11 (c)) than for k = 1 (cf., e.g., Figure 11(a) ). We speculate that this is due to the fact that more extra kernel nodes are used for k = 2 than for k = 1. A similar, yet stronger, effect is observed for the discontinuous case in Figure 17 : the differences between the old and new postprocessors are quite small for k = 1 (cf., e.g., Figure 17(a) ). Improvement of this issue is left for future research. Table 7 for k = 1, 2. We can see that a sufficiently fine mesh is required for improved errors and an improved convergence rate. 4.6. Two-dimensional system. In the previous sections, we considered only one-dimensional problems. However, higher-dimensional fields can also be filtered by applying the one-dimensional kernel in a tensor-product manner (cf., e.g., [16, p. 827] ). In this section, we apply such a strategy to a two-dimensional system with periodic boundary conditions: The results for this test case are displayed in Table 8 . Similar to the linear one-dimensional problems, we observe that the convergence rate is improved from O(h k+1 ) to at least O(h 2k+1 ). For k = 1, the magnitude of the errors in the L ∞ -norm is slightly worse for the new postprocessor than for the unfiltered case but still improved over the results obtained for the old postprocessor. In all other cases, the position-dependent postprocessor improves the DG errors. In other words, the results for this two-dimensional problem are similar to those for the previous (linear) one-dimensional cases.
5. Summary discussion. Position-dependent smoothness-increasing accuracyconserving (SIAC) filtering is a promising tool that has been recast to allow for postprocessing near a boundary or solution discontinuity. This is done through a combination of a shift function, λ, using more kernel nodes (or B-splines), and writing this in the context of a convex combination of filter types. This convex combination of filters allows for easy transitioning from one-sided postprocessing that uses an extra 2k kernel nodes to handle domain boundaries and discontinuities in the solution to symmetric postprocessing for handling smooth interior solutions. The use of extra kernel nodes at the boundary increases the accuracy of the postprocessor to that of the symmetric postprocessor. This was verified by numerical results that demonstrate that the magnitude of the errors using the modified postprocessor is roughly the same as the errors for the symmetric postprocessor itself, regardless of boundary conditions.
